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Noah's Ark - An Improbable Space Survival Kit
Arvinius + Orfeus Publishing Stockholm 2021-03-01
ISBN 9789198533569
$ 90.45* -- Idea Code 21630
author: Corina Ilea ; Stefan Constatinescu
Inspired by the survival kits used in the Apollo and Mercury space missions, ‘Noah’s Ark’
advances a set of conceptual and artistic tools to be used in a crisis situation like our present times,
and to imagine the future. Vanishing bio-resources, the acceleration of global climate change, and
the effects of the Anthropocene pose the urgency of survival in stronger and stronger terms.
Nowadays, leaving the Earth and colonising outer space is becoming a potentially viable alternate
reality. Yet ethical questions abound regarding the inhabitation of space, as well as concerning
human responsibility towards this new realm. Will we also contaminate and destroy the worlds we
encounter?
280 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 25 cm, hb, English
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Tamara Maggi - Until I'm Rich
Everyedition Zurich 2021-11-01
ISBN
$ 20.9* -- Idea Code 21682
‘Until I’m Rich’ is Tamara Maggi’s visualisation of an unrealised dream: to possess the world’s
most expensive luxury watches. From Rolex and Omega to Patek Philippe, Cartier, Hermès, Bulgari,
and more, she pictures how each timepiece would look wrapped snugly around her wrist by making
paper cut-outs and snapping a photo with her iPhone. Her hand, meanwhile, is engaged in ordinary
activities, such as grasping a handbag, opening a car door, resting on a cloth, clutching a banana,
or tracing a wall. On the opposing pages, Maggi makes clear just how unachievable owning such a
watch is for the vast majority of people by listing the model’s retail price in several currencies.
88 p, ills colour, 15 x 21 cm, pb, English
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Chartres: One Hour Of Sound In A Gothic Cathedral
Onomatopee Eindhoven 2013-01-01
ISBN 9789491677083
$ 14.95* -- Idea Code 21605
author: T. Horvers Ed.
Toine Horvers presents a semantic exercise in defining actual sound beyond poetic temptations. In
1999, from a fixed point inside Chartres Cathedral, he made an hour-long sound recording. At the
time, no organised religious activity was taking place; the building was occupied by groups of
tourists and pilgrims who were talking, praying, or singing. In 2013 he began to translate this sound
constellation into words and sentences, without stating the source of the sound or referring to the
physical space of the cathedral. Through a matrix of restrictions and interventions, Horvers attempts
to get closer to the fundamental nature of both language and sound through listening and writing.
124 p, no ills, 16x23 cm, pb, English
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Patrick Rohner - Mass Movements
Vexer Verlag St. Gallen 2021-10-01
ISBN 9783907112465
$ 52.85* -- Idea Code 21573
author: J. M. Hedinger Eds.
The most comprehensive monograph to date on the work of Swiss artist Patrick Rohner brings
together all the key groups of works from the last twenty years, showing for the first time the entire
range of media in which the artist expresses himself. Alongside painting, drawing, photography and
film, recent years have seen installation, public space, action, video and new media enter the frame.
The publication lends insights into Rohner’s methodology, research tools and attempts to create
systems of order; into his extensive collections of materials and archival systems, his detailed
notation of the work and his consistent positioning of it. The breadth of this work is also reflected in
the catalogue texts: many of the contributions come from experts outside the art world: a testament
to both the expansive range of Rohner’s interests and to the increasingly transdisciplinary
expression of his core understanding of his work.
344 p, ills colour & bw, 22x29 cm, pb, German/English
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Bertil Vallien Atlas
Arvinius + Orfeus Publishing Stockholm 2021-08-01
ISBN 9789189270183
$ 96.8* -- Idea Code 21447
author: Bertil Vallien
Swedish artist Bertil Vallien has gained a reputation as one of the world’s foremost glass
practitioners, having worked with glass as a material for more than 60 years. Vallien pioneered and
perfected the process of sand casting glass in the 1980s, expanding the possibilities for sculptural
glass. Ethereal and mystical, his pieces reflect an unparalleled immediacy and dynamism which
stems directly from working with molten glass. For the first time, ‘Atlas’ allows an intimate look into
Vallien’s world through his own thoughts, words, and stories. The monograph contains a rich visual
flow of mystical and coded glass forms, sketches, and newly shot images from inside his studio.
408 p, ills colour & bw, 26 x 26 cm, hb, English
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What Do Museums Change? Art And Democracy
MMCA Seoul 2021-02-01
ISBN 9788963032481
$ 48.35* -- Idea Code 22008
‘What Museums Do’, a research project at the National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art,
Korea (MMCA), examines practices and future possibilities of contemporary art museums. The
series’ third volume collects and expands on papers published as part of a 2019 symposium
marking the museum’s 50th anniversary. It is divided in two parts: the first examines the collective
theme of institution, social justice, and activism, while the second looks at transnational democracy,
regions/borders, and post-representation. A supplement to the publication further incorporates
research addressing critical approaches to the climate crisis and their impact on socio-political
reality.
336 p, ills colour & bw, 15 x 23 cm, pb, Korean/English
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Koen Taselaar - Rollable Ramblings
Jap Sam Books Prinsenbeek 2021-10-01
ISBN 9789492852489
$ 38.8* -- Idea Code 22006
author: Katalin Herzog
‘Rollable Ramblings’ is the first comprehensive publication on the textiles of Dutch artist Koen
Taselaar, whose body of work ranges from drawn puns and imaginary record sleeves to clumsy
ceramics and large psychedelic paintings, but who has gained particular acclaim for his elaborate
tapestries. Much of the book consists of reproductions and detail shots of his colourful and finely
crafted tapestries. Accompanying these are essays that shed light on the works and on the history
of textile art in general, written by art critic Katalin Herzog. This special edition features graphic
design by Team Thursday, Rotterdam, and was produced in collaboration with the TextielLab,
Tilburg.
164 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 32 cm, pb, Dutch/English
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Movement Making Movement
MMCA Seoul 2021-02-01
ISBN 9788963032658
$ 54.15* -- Idea Code 22009
Presented by the National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Korea (MMCA), the exhibition
‘Movement Making Movements’ introduces five artists, all of them 20th-century pioneers of
animation in film. It offers a fascinating and in-depth look at their passionate drive to experiment, the
techniques and strategies they developed, and their place in the wider canon of film and animation
history. Starting with Lotte Reiniger’s early silhouette puppets, it goes on to cover Len Lye’s use of
the new medium of colour film, Oskar Fischinger’s art of visual music, the special effects conjured
by Karel Zeman, and the highly expressive techniques developed by Norman McLaren.
140 , ills colour & bw, , Korean/English
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Art(ificial) Garden, The Border Between Us
MMCA Seoul 2021-09-01
ISBN 9788963032719
$ 61.85* -- Idea Code 22010
author: Various
Appearing in conjunction with the eponymous exhibition at the National Museum of Modern and
Contemporary Art, Korea (MMCA), this publication continues a reflection on the relationship
between humans and nature. It includes contributions by a number of specialists from various fields
– ethics, veterinary science, architecture and landscape architecture – who analyse our current
situation and call for change by suggesting ways that animals, plants, and humans can better live
together. How can the power we as humans have gained be redirected so we can effectively coexist
with our non-human counterparts? And how can we use art to visualise these questions?
272 p, ills colour & bw, pb, Korean/English
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Nick Geboers - Træfængslet
Roma Publications Amsterdam 2022-02-01
ISBN 9789464460087
$ 32.35* -- Idea Code 22033
‘Træfængslet’ (The Wooden Prison) is a collection of photographs made by Nick Geboers in the
prison cells of the historical buildings of Kunstmuseet Tønder, part of Museum Sønderjylland in
Southern Jutland, Denmark. The close-ups reveal marks, traces, glyphs, pictograms, and messages
scratched, etched, and carved into the wooden walls, a collective evidence left behind by years of
imprisonment. Geboers is an image-seeker fascinated by the rich history of photography. He also
presents his own images in carefully thought out constellations. Switching between the position of
an archaeologist and a visual author, he moves in a free space between hard and soft sciences.
48 p, ills colour & bw, 22 x 33 cm, pb, English
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Bart Lodewijks - Noordereiland Drawings
Roma Publications Amsterdam 2022-02-01
ISBN 9789464460094
$ 29.1* -- Idea Code 22034
Situated in the middle of the river Maas, between the northern and southern parts of Rotterdam,
Noordereiland is shaped like a typical riverboat. Bart Lodewijks trekked from its western to its
eastern end, making his drawings in chalk on commercial buildings, ship cabins, quay walls, houses,
and steel pipes. He then wrote a poetic account of the life he encountered on the island, published
in three parts. His presence as an outsider there elicited both questions and stories from the
island’s inhabitants; snapshots of trust and distrust. Although wind and rain will inevitably erase the
artist’s traces on the island, through this publication it becomes permanently anchored in memory.
160 p, ills colour & bw, 18 x 25 cm, pb, Dutch
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Christie van der Haak - Celebrating Patterns
Jap Sam Books Prinsenbeek 2022-01-12
ISBN 9789492852526
$ 38.8* -- Idea Code 22017
author: A. Crucq; J. Hövelings; Y. Oordijk; P. Peters
Dutch designer and visual artist Christie van der Haak is happiest when she is drawing and can lose
herself in the thousands of options for making a pattern. “If I ever get Alzheimer’s,” she once said,
“I would only need a table, a pencil, and a sheet of paper.” Van der Haak started her career as a
painter and later began designing fabrics that can function as autonomous artworks, but can also be
used as upholstery, wall coverings, tablecloths, facade accents, and more. ‘Celebrating Patterns’
gathers a overview of her recent installations, commissions, and exhibitions in a dazzling and
extraordinary collection of numerous full-page patterns, plus street views and interior photographs.
286 p, ills colour, 25 x 31 cm, pb, English
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F.R. David Spring 2022 - Take, Eat
Uh Books / Kw Institute Berlin 2022-01-18
ISBN 9781916249950
$ 13.45* -- Idea Code 22024
author: Andrea di Serego Alighieri ed.
This 21st issue of ‘F.R. David’ is edited by Will Holder with Andrea di Serego Alighieri. Seemingly
more fragmented than usual, it includes contributions, quotes, found materials, and excerpts from
Maggie Nelson, Charles Mingus, Octavia Butler, John Keats, Alice Notley, Paul Abbott, Bernadette
Mayer, Fred Dewey, John Cage, Marion Keiner, Anne Carson, and others. An afterword by Nicolas
Schoffer entitled “Microtime” concludes this wandering, inscrutable journey.
184 p, ills bw, 12 x 19 cm, pb, English
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Antonis Pittas - Jaune, Geel, Gelb, Yellow. Monochrome
Jap Sam Books Prinsenbeek 2021-12-01
ISBN 9789492852441
$ 47.9* -- Idea Code 22028
author: Maria Barnas ; Bruno Latour E.a.
Conceived by Antonis Pittas, this eye-catching neon publication examines the failure, collapse, and
historicization of the modernist ideals espoused by Theo van Doesburg, set against the political
backdrop of mass protest. It therefore more broadly presents an examination of modernism itself,
where De Stijl is approached through a political “lens” in relation to the present. Included are
contributions by Thalia Ostendorf, Bram Ieven, Dirk van den Heuvel, Maria Barnas, Bart Rutten, and
others. Pittas’s artistic practice broadly focuses on contemporary social and political issues,
exploring topics such as safety and control, economic crises and acts of resistance, and violence
and vandalism.
768 p, ills colour, 10 x 20 cm, pb, Dutch/French/English
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A.mag 25: Aires Mateus
Amag Publisher Porto 2021-12-01
ISBN 9789895493845
$ 111.15* -- Idea Code 21658
For its expanded tenth anniversary edition, the magazine presents a special feature on Portuguese
architects Manuel and Francisco Aires Mateus. Presenting over 30 works categorically divided in
three sections – private, public, unbuilt – and filled with innumerable drawings, plans, sections, and
photographs, it offers an extraordinarily comprehensive and detailed look at highlights from their
combined body of work. Texts by Ricardo Carvalho, Marta Sequeira, and Camilo Rebelo
respectively introduce each of the three sections, adding key critical notes and insight regarding the
architecture and why these designers have become so highly regarded in the community.
526 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 32 cm, pb, Portuguese/French/English
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New Material Award 2009-2018
Het Nieuwe Instituut Rotterdam 2021-12-01
ISBN 9789083015286
$ 24.5* -- Idea Code 21753
author: G. Staal ; S. De Waart E.a.
Over the past ten years, material development and innovation has evolved by leaps and bounds.
From a relatively minor subject within design research, it has become an increasingly fundamental
aspect of technological innovation, sustainability, and more. Launched in 2009, the New Material
Award aimed to bring more attention to an aspect of design that was increasingly developing, yet
remained outside the professional field of vision. From 2014, the public conversation received more
attention, and the development of an international material network became the focus. Now, there is
a greater appreciation of perspectives on the development and application of sustainable materials.
488 p, ills colour & bw, 18 x 22 cm, pb, English
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El Croquis 212: Palinda Kannangara
El Croquis El Escorial 2022-01-01
ISBN 9788412333152
$ 94.45* -- Idea Code 22001
author: El Croquis
The award-winning Sri Lankan architectural firm led by Palinda Kannangara is known for an
experiential architecture that hinges on simplicity and connection with the natural environment. Its
work has been recognised for a personalised approach, contextual sensitivity, experimental material
use, and a minimalism reflective of the Sri Lankan ethos. Started in 2005, Kannangara’s practice
often works on small-scale projects which connect with the region, climate, and landscape using
locally available materials and technology. This issue features twelve works, including several
houses, a wellness retreat, holiday bungalows, an artist’s retreat, and staff quarters for a wind
power plant.
296 p, ills colour & bw, 25 x 34 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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Imagination And Participation - Next Step In Public Library Architecture
Nai010 Publishers Rotterdam 2021-11-01
ISBN 9789462086623
$ 51.7* -- Idea Code 22002
author: J. Sternheim ; R. Bruijnzeels
How can the public library fulfil its classic social mission in our individualised and sometimes
fragmented society? And how does such a library fit into the urban public space, in which commerce
and consumption seem to reign supreme? This requires innovative architecture, the strength of
imagination and the willingness to think countercyclically. In 'Imagination and Participation' librarians
Rob Bruijnzeels and Joyce Sternheim examine the most important transitions in public library work.
With insight from experts and top Dutch architects who have designed public libraries in the
Netherlands and abroad.
192 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 28 cm, pb, English
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Dash Experimental Housing
Nai010 Publishers Rotterdam 2022-02-02
ISBN 9789462085855
$ 38.75* -- Idea Code 22004
author: O. Klijn ; P. Van Der Putt ; Eds.
The new edition of DASH, concerning experimental housing, examines the subject in the broadest
sense: What is the European experience with housing experiments? What have the Dutch
prototypes brought us? In a series of articles and interviews, we look at the past, but also at the
future: if, say, a million homes have to be realized in the Netherlands by 2030, what kind of
dwellings are we talking about? In the project documentation we present experimental housing
projects based on themes that are relevant in the contemporary situation.
160 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 28 cm, pb, Dutch/English
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Cellular Transformations Between Architecture And Biology
Damdi Seoul 2021-10-01
ISBN 9788968011030
$ 34.5* -- Idea Code 22007
‘Cellular Transformations’ presents a course developed for students who are interested in
emerging technologies and cross-disciplinary approaches in design strategies. Relying on how
advances in engineering and biology are influencing design production and implementation,
professors Ram Dixit and Sung Ho Kim at Washington University in St. Louis explore the premise
that structure (or form) and function are inexorably linked in both the natural and artificial worlds. By
leading a course of experimentation and research that is embedded in technical and design issues
which are transferable to real-world applications, they aim to change our expectations of the built
environment.
256 p, ills colour & bw, 19 x 26 cm, pb, English
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Ben Huff - Atomic Island
Fw: Books Amsterdam 2021-12-01
ISBN 9789083165820
$ 51.75* -- Idea Code 22013
Adak island served as the westernmost physical front in defense of democracy from 1934 to 1997.
In a few short years during World War 2, the previously uninhabited island of Adak in the middle of
the Pacific Ocean, bordered to the north by the Bering Sea, was made into the fourth largest city in
the territory of Alaska. At the height of the Cold War, six thousand military personnel and their
families lived in Adak. In March of 1997, with the Cold War over, the Navy abandoned the island.
Today, less than seventy-five people live there amongst the crumbling buildings and fading memory
of our past military ambitions.
172 p, ills colour, 24 x 28 cm, hb, English
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Rinko Kawauchi - Des Oiseaux (On Birds) Japanese Only
He He Tokyo 2021-05-01
ISBN 9784908062353
$ 95.75* -- Idea Code 22040
Rinko Kawauchi focuses on swallows in the city of Chiba during the spring season and, in particular,
on the tiny nests that the birds build in window openings or on the underside of roof overhangs. The
publication is part of a collection that, through the vision of different artists, celebrates the immense
presence of birds in a world where they are now often vulnerable. An essay by ornithologist Guilhem
Lesaffre accompanies the images. Lesaffre writes about the swallows’ way of life, their history, their
spring migration from south to north over thousands of kilometres, the season of birth, and their
particular relationship with humans that has led them become threatened today.
104 p, ills colour, 21 x 26 cm, hb, Japanese
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Urban Oases - Dutch Hofjes As Hidden Architectural Gems
Nai010 Publishers 2022-01-03
ISBN 9789462086609
$ 51.7* -- Idea Code 22015
author: W. Wilms Floet
Dutch hofjes have been capturing the imagination for six centuries; their special architecture makes
these small, hidden urban oases unabatedly topical. In every period architects have innovated the
14th-century archetype in response to changing societal needs. Residents and visitors always
experience a special, urban intimacy in an atmosphere of collectivity. 'Urban Oases' unravels the
sustainable manifestation of the hofje. It takes the reader into the alleyways of ancient cities and
also addresses an important contemporary question: How can we create high-quality, compact
residential environments that bring peace to the often chaotic urban environment?
192 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 26 cm, pb, English
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Glass Design Innovations In Architecture
Nai010 Publishers Rotterdam 2021-09-01
ISBN 9789462086722
$ 51.7* -- Idea Code 22016
author: Mick Eekhout
Many buildings are made with standard or system products. However, a whole new world opens up
when the architect, in line with his or her design, designs parts that specifically match the
architectural expression of the building. The hidden possibilities of glass are a great source of
inspiration for this. This book covers product development in glass facades, glass roofs and even
applications of cold bent and cold turned double laminated glass. Based on many examples realized
in the Netherlands and abroad, Mick Eekhout shows how to design new glass components and
develop them step by step from wild ideas to certified building components that enhance the specific
character of the building.
192 p, ills colour & bw, 21 x 30 cm, pb, Dutch/English
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Arquitectura Viva 240: Herzog & de Meuron
Avisa Madrid 2022-01-01
ISBN
$ 23.55* -- Idea Code 22012
Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron have been successful in combining an artistic idea of
architecture with an efficient response to the changing scenarios of globalisation. On the other hand,
they display a stubborn militancy in their design discipline and have a firm grasp of the economic
and logistical demands faced by a firm that is simultaneously a “brand” and an “enterprise”. This
issue features three of their recently completed museums: M+Museum in Hong Kong,
Küppersmühle Museum extension in Duisburg, and SONGEUN Art Space in Seoul. Also in this
issue, projects that show how dwellings designed for animals can still be sensitive, inspiring
architecture.
80 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb, Spanish/English
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Gta Papers 6 The Cornice
Gta Verlag Zurich 2021-12-01
ISBN 9783856764173
$ 33* -- Idea Code 22036
author: M. Delbeke; E. Wegerhoff Eds.
Cornices are everywhere in architecture. But it is in their nature to be viewed indirectly or observed
inadvertently. Once the focus of attention, their omnipresence is almost irritating. So a particular
ambivalence persists around the cornice in architecture. In terms of design and composition, it
seems to be among the essential elements, like the column, wall, and beam. Yet it can also be too
decorative, even artificial. These ambiguities lend the cornice a particular status. Celebrated,
censured, and condemned, it emerges as a key witness to fundamental debates about architecture,
both as a design problem and a cultural practice. This edition examines the cornice in all its facets.
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Oase Journal For Architecture 110: A Project Of The Soil
Nai010 Publishers Rotterdam 2021-10-01
ISBN 9789462086555
$ 29.7* -- Idea Code 22039
author: D. Peleman E.a. Eds.
For a long time, the theme of soil has been the quasi exclusive subject of agriculture, geography,
and soil science. Only in the last few decades, due to a rapidly growing awareness of climate
change, has soil increasingly come into focus in urban design, in particular as a matter that can also
provide ecosystem services in urban environments. The editors of OASE 110 believe that soils,
although degraded and fragmented, call to be looked upon with a new gaze. They should be
rearticulated in a new project aimed at the construction of a shared, productive and inhabited nature,
containing different elements of urbanity and offering – at the same time – a more resilient and
sustainable environment for all.
128 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 24 cm, pb, Dutch/English
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H+N+S Landscape Architects - 30 Years Of Innovative, Careful And Radical Design Thinking+Acting+Letting Go
Blauwdruk Wageningen 2021-12-01
ISBN 9789492474346
$ 42.05* -- Idea Code 22041
author: M. Berkers ; H. Van Tilborg E.a.
H+N+S Landscape Architects has enjoyed a prominent role in landscape architecture in the
Netherlands ever since their successful debut with Plan Stork over 30 years ago. Their designs are
a testament to deep insights and long-term perspectives, while water management and our
relationship with nature feature strongly in their portfolio. The practice has evolved over the years
from being primarily a “thinking office” to becoming a “making office” as well. This edition features
over 30 projects by H+N+S, including Rotterdam’s Maasvlakte II, Van Abbemuseum, IJburg in
Amsterdam, and Belle-Vue Park in Leuven, as well as contributions from Hans van der Meer and
Siebe Swart.
192 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 30 cm, pb, Dutch/English
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Scape 17 Landscape Architecture Urbanism
Blauwdruk Wageningen 2022-02-01
ISBN 9789492474490
$ 31.7* -- Idea Code 22042
The bulk of this edition is devoted to a dossier on designers who work in the margins of the
profession, in areas where “world-class” is not relevant. Traversing the globe, from the slums of
Cape Town and degraded farmlands in Kenya, to a refugee camp in Jordan and a Peruvian
rainforest, new concepts are of lesser importance where the desire for change is a lot more urgent.
Six projects are featured in which the designers are driven by a sense of “loyalty” to our capacity to
alter environments and make a spatial difference that matters. Several of them were also invited to
talk about these aspirations, including from the landscape architecture firms OKRA, BALJON, and
H+N+S.
224 p, ills colour & bw, 17 x 24 cm, pb, English
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Yearbook Landscape Architecture and Urban Design in the Netherlands 2021
Blauwdruk Wageningen
ISBN 9789492474469
$ 42.05* -- Idea Code 22043
author: M. Hendriks e.a.
Through a selection of 23 examples from current practice, landscape architects and urban designers
in the Netherlands demonstrate the power of their creativity. Inspiring solutions are offered by
Glifberg-Lykke’s inviting skatepark in Amsterdam, an “urban country estate” in Vlissingen by
H+N+S, an innovative district in Woerden and the expansion of the national cemetery by Karres en
Brands, West 8’s new Coolsingel in Rotterdam, and more. In addition, the inclusion of a forest area
conceived by Bosch Slabbers for Zeeland draws attention to the importance of research. Further
analysis of the selected projects is provided by articles, interviews, and a photo reportage.
206 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 30 cm, pb, Dutch/English
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GA Houses 178
Ada Edita Tokyo 2021-09-01
ISBN 9784871406000
$ 39.15* -- Idea Code 22044
‘GA Houses’ documents outstanding new residential architecture from all over the world. In this
issue: Morphosis' Alison-Mayne Residence, Pavillion House by Gus Wusterman, along houses by
Hiroyuki Arima, Tomohiro Hata, Takeshi Hirobe, Hirotaka Kidosaki, Masakatsu Matsuyama and
Takashi Ikeda+Takako Ikeda.
160 p, ills colour & bw, 23 x 30 cm, pb, Japanese/English
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Erik Kessels: In Almost Every Picture 18 Shepherd Dog
Kesselskramer Amsterdam 2022-02-01
ISBN 9789070478513
$ 32.35* -- Idea Code 22051
author: Erik Kessels, Valentin Fogoros
During the 1960s and ’70s, the Romanian town of Baile Tusnad, with its hot springs and spas, was
famous as a holiday and weekend destination. The pictures tourists took home would frequently
include the German Sheperd belonging to local photographer George Nitescu. The dog was a
familiar and popular fixture in the town. Hours after capturing their moment with the dog, the pictures
could be collected from Nitescu’s urban villa, a place where tourists and locals often mingled. The
images collected in this volume show changing faces, the bygone sights of a Romanian town in its
prime, and one extremely photogenic German Sheperd whose name remains unknown.
160 p, ills bw, 16 x 20 cm, pb, English
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Robin Gibson Architect - Light, Space, Place
Uro Publications Melbourne 2020-11-01
ISBN 9780648685838
$ 76.85* -- Idea Code 22052
author: D. Van Der Plaat ; L. Jones Eds.
Australian architect Robin Gibson (1930–2014) built prolifically and at expansive urban scales, and
his projects also helped to redefine the culture and identity of the major capital city of Brisbane.
While he seldom wrote or published on his own architecture, Gibson was well-respected in the city
and awarded high honours for his contributions to architecture in Australia. While some critics have
attempted to situate him within the conventional field of international modernism, or even brutalism,
this volume reveals that his body of work was in fact underpinned by a distinctive vision of Brisbane
as a subtropical metropolis, sensitive to climate and place, and alive with people.
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AV Monographs 239: El Equipo Mazzanti
Avisa Madrid 2021-12-21
ISBN 9788409341481
$ 44.1* -- Idea Code 21738
Author of some of the most prominent buildings completed in Colombia in the past years, like the
Spain Library and the Sport Centers in Medellín, or the extension of Santa Fe Foundation in Bogotá,
Giancarlo Mazzanti (Barranquilla, 1963) takes inspiration from construction games to generate,
starting from geometric elements and modular pieces, spatial structures that become living spaces
for the community. Understanding architecture as a collective action, the Bogotá-based studio
focusses its work on play, experimentation, and exchange of ideas among a variety of professionals,
including engineers, sociologists, and artists.
112 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb,
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AV Monographs 240: Barozzi Veiga
Avisa Madrid 2021-12-21
ISBN 9788412454123
$ 44.1* -- Idea Code 21739
Founded in 2004 by Fabrizio Barozzi and Alberto Veiga, the Barcelona-based studio Barozzi Veiga
has become one of the most prominent Spanish firms on the international scene. Since then, along
with teaching and research, they have worked on public and private projects, focussing on cultural,
civic, and education buildings. This issue presents eighteen works and projects that track the
evolution of a language marked by serene and bold geometries, control of scale and light, and a
determination to combine the autonomy of the building’s form with the specifics of context.
112 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb,
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Arquitectura Viva 239: Expo Dubai 2020
Avisa Madrid 2021-12-21
ISBN
$ 23.55* -- Idea Code 21740
Themed ‘Connecting Minds, Creating the Future,’ the first universal exposition ever to be held in
the Middle East will until 31 March 2022 showcase proposals that the participating nations have
brought, in the spirit of strengthening ties and confronting current challenges together. Mobility,
opportunity, and sustainability are the conceptual threads of the Expo, around which the rest of the
pavilions are arranged. Arquitectura Viva takes stock of the event through an article by the Dubaibased Spanish architect Ignacio Nieto de la Cal and a selection of twelve pavilions.
80 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb,
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Futura Proxima - Curated for Gucci
A Magazine 2022-01-01
ISBN 9789077745250
$ 50.45* -- Idea Code 21688
‘Futura Proxima’ is a calendar curated for Gucci. But it is simultaneously a glimpse at tomorrow – a
map of maybes and a fractal question mark of intriguing possibilities. In these pages, the extremes
of utopias and dystopias dissolve, replaced by twelve polyvalent excursions into the near distant
future. Exploring the speculative interactions of our human form parsed with aesthetics and
architecture, literature, biology, and philosophy, it presents a non-linear loop of creative constructs
for our physical and digital realities alike. With contributions by Emanuele Coccia, Natsuko Uchino,
Alice Potts, Katie Paterson, Carlijn Jacobs, Aria Dean, Simon Denny, Jeremy Shaw, and more.
130 p, ills colour & bw, 24 x 30 cm, pb, English
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